
WCTRADES

WCTrades (ticker $WCT) will be a standalone asset designed to reshape the way people think about trading. Founded by a team 

of people with a burning passion for trading, we realize sometimes the biggest roadblock to being a successful trader is the 

lack of the available time to learn and execute. WCT harnesses a utility designed to trade for you in real-time, at first in the form 

of signals and eventually shifting to a fully automated model which will be a hands free, profit producing user experience.



In the dynamic world of cryptocurrency, traditional trading methods are evolving with the integration of advanced 

technologies. One such revolutionary approach is algorithmic trading, where decisions are driven by sophisticated algorithms 

and artificial intelligence (AI). This paradigm shift not only enhances the efficiency of trading but also opens up new 

possibilities for investors.



Algorithmic trading, commonly known as algo trading, involves the use of pre-programmed instructions to execute trading 

strategies. In the context of cryptocurrency, this method leverages algorithms and AI to analyze market trends, historical data, 

and various indicators. The primary objective is to make strategic trading decisions automatically, eliminating human emotions 

and biases from the equation.



This innovative approach offers several advantages to cryptocurrency traders. Firstly, algorithmic trading operates at high 

speeds, allowing for rapid execution of trades and capitalizing on market opportunities in real-time. Additionally, algorithms 

can process vast amounts of data much faster than human traders, enabling them to identify patterns and trends that may go 

unnoticed otherwise.



The integration of AI further enhances the adaptability of algorithmic trading systems. Machine learning algorithms can 

continuously learn from market behavior, refining their strategies over time. This adaptability makes algorithmic trading 

particularly well-suited for the dynamic and volatile nature of the cryptocurrency market.


Investors who embrace algorithmic trading benefit from increased precision and reduced emotional decision-making. These 

systems can execute trades based on predefined parameters, risk tolerance, and market conditions, leading to a more 

disciplined and systematic trading approach.



As the cryptocurrency landscape continues to evolve, algorithmic trading represents a cutting-edge tool that empowers 

traders to navigate the complexities of the market with agility and efficiency. The fusion of technology and finance is 

reshaping the future of cryptocurrency trading, offering new possibilities for those seeking to capitalize on the potential of 

this digital asset class.

INTRODUCTION

These taxes will be used to further develop and perfect all services offered by WCT including but not limited to, Exchange 

Listings, Application Development, Automated Trading Development.

TOKENOMICS

BUY TAX

3%
SELL TAX

3%
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ROADMAP PHASES

PLANNING AND RESEARCH1

Define Objectives:


Outline the primary goals and objectives of WCT AI trading application. 

Specify the target markets and trading pairs ie. BTC, ETH, SOL, AVAX, ADA,  XRP etc. 



Market Research:


Conduct a thorough analysis of the cryptocurrency markets. 

Identify potential algorithmic trading strategies.



Regulatory Compliance:


Research and understand the legal and regulatory requirements for algorithmic trading in 

Decentralized and Centralized Exchanges. 

Ensure compliance with relevant financial regulations.

SYSTEM DESIGN2

Algorithm Development:


Design and develop algorithmic trading strategies. 

Optimize strategies for various market conditions.



Data Integration:


Identify and integrate reliable market data sources. 

Implement data feeds for real-time market information into WCT Mobile Application 

backend.



Technical Architecture:


Define the technical architecture of the WCT trading application.

APP AND ALGO DEVELOPMENT3

Backend Development:


Build the backend infrastructure for handling data processing, order execution, and 

strategy implementation. 

Implement risk management features ie. 20% Drawdown.



UXUI Application Development:


Develop a user-friendly interface for traders to interact with the application. 

Include features for strategy customization and monitoring.



API Integrations:


Integrate with cryptocurrency exchanges via APIs for seamless trading execution. 

Implement secure and robust API connections.



API Features Will Include the Following:


- Wallet Connect- Direct connection to DEX or CEX wallets to manage assets available for 

trading on WCT Application. 

- Portfolio - Asset management and account performance analytics. 

- Manual Trading Interface- Manual order Spot or Leverage trading options. 

- News Feed- Customizable feed of DeFi, world finance and Web3 news with analysis, video 

and live price updates. 

- Automated Trading Interface- AI Assisted trading algorithm access with developer 

implemented strategy options. Custom strategy options available for exclusive members 

(member tier pricing to be discussed). 


Security Measures:


Implement security protocols to protect user data and funds vie Non-Custodial Wallets or 

Direct API Integration with Decentralized or Centralize Exchanges. 

Conduct thorough security audits before updates release.

TESTING, OPTIMIZATION, FUNDING4

Backtesting:


Conduct extensive backtesting of algorithms using historical market data. 

Refine strategies based on backtesting results.



Optimization:


Optimize algorithms and parameters based on real-world performance. 

Implement machine learning techniques for continuous optimization.



Funding:


Trading Algorithms require maintenance and continuing development costs. 



Taxes:


WCT token contract includes a tax function which will automatically deduct a percentage of 

the token value from each transaction that takes place on the blockchain. The tax collected 

is automatically converted to Ethereum and is then distributed to a specified address (WCT 

Teamfund Wallet).



Token Gate Feature 


Gaining access to the WCT mobile application is a gateway to producing additional tax 

revenue via the tokenomics model. Public users will need to purchase and hold $300 WCT 

Token value on the blockchain to enable application features. Authentication and valuation 

of token ownership is performed via Wallet-Connect.

DEPLOYMENT AND LAUNCH5

Beta Testing:


Conduct a beta test with a select group of users. 

Address any issues or bugs identified during beta testing.



Full Project Deployment:


- Token Launch on Uniswap DEX 

- CoinMarketcap and CoinGecko Listing 

- Mobile application release to the broader public.



Post-Launch Activities



User App Support:


Provide ongoing customer support to address user inquiries and issues. 

Implement a feedback pathways such as email, twitter and telegram for continuous 

improvement.



Community Engagement:


- Create a community around the trading application on Twitter, Telegram, and other 

mediums or communication. 

- Regularly update community of application new features and improvements. 

- Host Twitter Spaces and Webinars, Q&A sessions, and educational content displayed on 

WCT Mobile application.

AUTOMATED TRADING5

Release and Introduction to WCT Automated Trading

As traders ourselves we understand many of the struggles that the average Crypto trader may


experience. Our goal is to bridge the gap of capability and reality. Most people lack either the time or motivation to learn how 

to effectively trade and become consistently profitable. 



Through the use of Algorithmic and AI Trading we are creating a product that will allow someone who works a “9-5” to 

capitalize on money making opportunities that they otherwise would not. Founded by a team of successful business-

minded individuals who have been in this space for 8+ years, WCT has been carefully designed to create a lucrative business 

model that will allow us to continually advance and evolve as time goes on. 



We look forward to being builders in a space and offering an opportunity for the average trader that has never existed 

before.

OUR MISSION


